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Empower Youth for work
Youth driving a better future
Context

Ethiopia is one of Africa’s poorest nations, with over 100
million people living below the poverty line. Drought and
environmental degradation affect families’ livelihoods,
forcing large numbers of people to migrate. Most of the
country’s youth live in rural and semi-urban areas with
limited access to essential services. Unemployment is
particularly highly among young women. The Empower
Youth for Work (EYW) program is implemented in Oromia
and Somali regional states.
VISION
Our vision is to reduce poverty, empower young people
and increase gender equality in rural and semi-urban
climate change affected areas. We work closely with
Oxfam’s long-term partners Rift Valley Children and
Women Development Organization (RCWDO) and Horn
of Africa Voluntary Youth Committee (HAVOYOCO).
Gendered social norms and other barriers deprive young
women of opportunities to engage in economic
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activities. EYW advocates for policies and shifts in social
norms to alleviate gender-based violence (GBV), reduce
young women’s disproportionate unpaid care workload
and to improve sexual and reproductive health (SRH). In
both its service delivery and influencing, the program
collaborates with stakeholders such as the Women
and Children Affairs Department and government jobcreation offices.
STRATEGIES
We focus on increasing young people’s agency and
skills, improving economic opportunities and creating
an enabling environment. EYW aims to help young people
to be part of well-functioning and sustainable youth
groups; to gain soft, technical and entrepreneurship
skills in line with market opportunities; to establish
new, climate-resilient micro-enterprises; to gain
access to fair, affordable finance for these enterprises;
and to improve their business and social performance.
Creating an enabling environment includes reducing
GBV and gender discrimination; redistributing care
and domestic responsibilities; removing barriers to
SRH; and influencing the government to adopt policies
and practices in support of young people’s social and
economic empowerment.

MOUWLEED’S STORY: ‘PERSISTENCE PAYS’
Mouwleed, a 29-year-old chemistry graduate from Wajaale City in
Somalia region, travelled to Addis Ababa in search of work due to
lack of jobs in his home town. After gaining expertise at a soap
factory, he moved back to Wajaale and founded the KAFIYA Liquid
Soap Factory Enterprise with nine youth, including four young
women. Despite their efforts, the group struggled to make their
business profitable and eventually it closed.
With support from EYW, they took out a loan which they used to
buy inputs and upgrade their machinery. This was the boost they
needed to get the business up and running again. Soon, KAFIYA was
producing around 3,600 litres of liquid soap per month and creating
jobs for around 40 young people.
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Mouwleed was thrilled when the enterprise was awarded a prize
by the Somali region city forum, in recognition of its creativity and
business performance. KAFIYA has scaled up again in response to
coronavirus, and is playing an important social role by promoting
hand washing and selling essential hygiene products to the wider
community.
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